LET’S DO SCIENCE!
Welcome! Please enter your name, school, and grade level in the chat box.

ANIMAL KINGDOM
Getting Children Even More Excited About ANIMALS!

Using Animals to Fuel a Child’s Natural Thirst for
Biology (the science studying living organisms)
◦ Who: Young Children
◦ What: An integrated unit
where students learn to
classify animals by attributes,
learn about adaptations, life
cycles, food chains, habitats,
and behaviors. Students will
create a species of animal
and will model pollination.
◦ Where: Virtual, hybrid, or inperson. Remember that
anything done virtually can
be done in a real classroom!

Bringing the Hands—On Online! My
Strategy for Engagement that
WORKS!
◦ Our school sends home learning materials routinely in an
organized way.
◦ Find ways to make material distribution fun and exciting (dress
up, include surprises, play music, have themed days, hand out
popsicles, et cetera)
◦ Include items that you can use live with students.
◦ Remember that children learn science by doing science; this is
highly beneficial and worth your time!
◦ Remember that giving them hands-on materials is giving them
experiences to TALK ABOUT. We know students expand
language by using language! This presents many opportunities
for students to discuss learning and to build oral language and
vocabulary.

Remember to photograph needed
materials every afternoon and post
on your platform!
◦ Here is an example of what I put on Google Classroom every afternoon so students
come prepared:

Integration in Action
◦This unit will incorporate biology, geography,
climate study, reading, writing, music, visual art,
and math!
◦This unit will also include multiple ways to engage
students with their families from their homes,
show what they know, and share their
knowledge with peers!

Patience as a Guiding Principle
◦ This is the year for a mutual agreement of patience
between educators and their students/families.
◦ You are educating our students during a pandemic.
You’re a real-life SUPERHERO!
◦ Things will come up, some things will be out of our
control. Use mishaps as an opportunity to patiently help
students build a fundamental executive functioning skill:
PROBLEM SOLVING.

Beginning This Unit: ZooBorns!
◦ I used adorable baby animals in a fun ABC book ”ABC ZooBorns!” to pique interest!
Baby animals are always a HIT!
◦ I sent home a plastic animal with a letter to each child giving them a special
assignment and independent or family home project!
◦ Students will have an opportunity to share once the project is complete! They love
sharing their habitats (typically of recycled materials) and their animal facts!

Letter Accompanying ZooBorns!

Using Amelia, my “Puppet Side-Kick”
to Pique Interest!
After the ZooBorns were sent home, our class puppet
Amelia came to visit class and listen to some of the fun
animal facts. She explains her plans for a new pet and she
is considering a pet fish and students figure out she isn’t
ready to adopt a pet quite yet, as she hasn’t done her
research.
◦ Amelia asks students to research animals with her and
help her make an educated decision when choosing
her new pet!
◦ Let the learning begin! This is when I bring out our animal
classification chart and begin breaking it all down. A
chart, books, or videos could be used to introduce
children to classifications. The first step is comparing
vertebrates to invertebrates and then going deeper into
each of those categories.
◦ Amelia joined us for “pet show and tell”, an opportunity
to show off your pets and talk about their needs.

Breaking Down the Animal Kingdom
Vertebrates

Invertebrates

◦ Animals with a backbone either warm or ◦ Animals with no backbone with either jointed
cold blooded
or no legs
◦ Crustaceans
Mammals
Birds
Amphibians
Fish
Reptiles

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Insects
Arachnids
Myriapods
Mollusks
*Coelenterates (Jellyfish)
*Protozoa (Single-celled organisms)
*Annelids (worms)
*Echinoderms (starfish, sand dollars, sea urchins)

◦ *students don’t memorize these terms yet are
exposed to them.

Guiding Texts/Anchor Charts/Music

Mammal Study: Students Will Know
Humans are mammals
Mammals are vertebrates
Mammals are fed milk
Mammals often have fur
Mammals are warm-blooded
Mammals give birth (with exception of 2)
Whales are mammals
Feeding Babies is important work-normalize!

I love these charts
by Creative
Teaching Press

Reptile Study: A Chance to Study
Dinosaurs
◦ Reptiles are dry and scaly and include snakes, lizards, and turtles.
◦ Reptiles are cold-blooded.
◦ Reptiles are vertebrates.
◦ Reptiles are usually oviparous (lay eggs)

◦ In our class we excavated dinosaur eggs and drew models of what we thought a
dinosaur egg and baby dinosaur might look like. This can be purchased or made out
of play dough and toy dinosaurs.
◦ Students can model fossilization with playdough or clay and toy dinosaurs or bones.
◦ Students celebrate the first paleontologist: Mary Anning by reading ”Dinosaur Lady”
by Linda Skeers.

Fish Study: SHARKS!!!!
◦ Fish live in water
◦ Fish breathe oxygen from water through gills
◦ Fish are cold-blooded
◦ Fish are vertebrates.

Diet and Food Chains

Bird Study: Students Will Know
Birds are oviparous (this word means they lay eggs)
Birds are vertebrates
Birds are warm-blooded
Birds live on every continent
Birds have feathers
Not all but most birds fly
Birds build their nests or homes
Some birds migrate
I send home bird feathers and a quote from
Kevin Henkes’s book ”Birds” and we do a
calming painting project.

Amphibian Study: Students Will Learn
About Frogs While Developing
Reading and Writing Skills
Students made an accordion fold book about the
metamorphosis of a frog The book used a sentence strip,
frog sticker, 5 green dot stickers, and marker/crayon. This
simple book shows each stage of the life cycle from egg
to adult frog.
Students also compare “Frog and Toad” Stories to real
frogs and write about their comparisons.
◦ (example: real frogs don’t drink water, they absorb it through
their skin but ”Frog” drinks tea!

A Silly Mollusk Story: Designing Shells
for ”Norman, the Slug with the Silly
Shell.”
Here in Albuquerque, rainy
weather is perfect for snail
observations in the wild.

Arthropod Study
◦Life cycles are interesting to children!
◦Home observation journals are a great
extension! We all find bugs in our
environment!
◦We deeply study one insect: the honey
bee.

A Puppet Show about Pollination
◦ Anything is a puppet if you glue on eyes!!!
◦ You need silk flowers and a bee puppet to do this one!
◦ Students then model the same process using some edible and inexpensive materials.

Modeling Pollination After Learning
◦ A yummy process that makes sense!

An adaptation is a special skill which
helps an animal to survive. Adaptations
can be physical changes to
the animal’s body or behavioral changes
in how an individual animal or a society
do things in their daily lives.

Adaptation Critters: Showing What
They Know
◦ Here is what is sent:

Send an example critter home:

Some Student Examples:
◦ Students really have fun with adaptation critters:

More Fabulous Student Examples:

Classify Online with Toy Animals
This is an animal scavenger hunt. Students
bring toy animals (or even images) to class
and we practice holding up different animals
by classification or attributes.
Examples Below:

◦ Hold up a feathered animal.
◦ Hold up a mammal.
◦ Hold up an invertebrate.
◦ Hold up a reptile.
◦ Hold up an animal that walks on 4 legs.
◦ Hold up an arthropod.

Animal Charades

◦ Have one student turn around and
show the class an animal (on a slide or
an image) to act out. Student must
guess what animal classmates are
pantomiming!

Writing: Napkin Books, Nature
Journals, and Lifetime Animal Facts

Math Integration
◦ Hungry Predator Number Chomp
◦ Animal Tangrams https://www.tangram-channel.com/tangram-puzzles/animals-easy/
◦ “One is a Snail Ten is a Crab” book and “how many feet in class” problem!
◦ Write number facts based on ”Lifetime-The Amazing Numbers in Animal Lives”

Geography and Animals
◦ This is a perfect opportunity for students to use the technology they now have in their homes to research
the animals in another part of the world.
◦ Helping students research is a great way to help them learn early how to find reliable information.
◦ Research projects give students extra asynchronous opportunities for learning and present great
opportunities for students to converse about learning!
◦ This is a wonderful time to also discuss human impact on animals (both positive and negative and
explore ways to respect and protect species)
◦ This is quite possibly the easiest way to allow a services learning project to emerge initiated by students.
Kids really care about Earth and the animals who live here.

Some great free websites for some research:
◦ https://kids.sandiegozoo.org/
◦ https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/
◦ https://pbskids.org/wildkratts/
◦ https://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/animals.html

Bringing Experts and Animals to
Students
◦ The Albuquerque BioPark Zoo and Botanic Garden have affordable programs ($50) to bring
educators to your Google Meet with LIVE animals! We met a goliath beetle, a huge walking
stick, and an excitable armadillo. We also got to see some of the zoo’s predators up close!
◦ https://www.cabq.gov/artsculture/biopark/news/discover-the-biopark-now-offering-virtualfield-trips
◦ The Natural History Museum has fabulous free programs where you can learn about
prehistoric animals. Once you begin studying animals with your students it will be an easy
transition to study dinosaurs, and flying/swimming reptiles of our Earth’s past.
http://nmnaturalhistory.org/online-exhibits/new-mexico-tyrannosaur-state
◦ Live feeds from zoos around the world are a fun window into places some children currently
don’t have access to. The San Diego zoo has THIRTEEN different animals on zoo cam!
https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/live-cams or our own BioPark’s Penguin Chill exhibit:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePTsuaBwhSo Watching the animals together and
writing/drawing sounds like a wonderful way to begin a morning!
◦ Pet Show-and-Tell

Accessing Engaging Materials
-DonorsChoose.org
-Build lessons around what you have.
-Golden Apple Foundation MiniGrant
-Buy Nothing NM (Facebook)
-Ask friends, family, parents,
acquaintances, and strangers!
if you don’t ask, you’ll never
know!

Thank you! You are my heroes!!!

Contact Information
◦ Stephanie Walstrom
◦ Teacher IG:
@msstephaniesunshine
◦ Email:
stephanie.walstrom@aps.edu
◦ Cell: 505-918-8866
◦ Please contact me with any
questions! I love
collaborating with educators!

My lovely
assistant:

Adaptation Critter Recording Sheet
Use the materials to create a new species of animal. Then write about
your species.
Animal Name: ______________________________________
Habitat: ________________________________________
Diet: _______________________________________
Special adaptation (what helps this animal survive in its habitat):
__________________________________________________________

What is your species, place an X next to
the appropriate answer:
Mammal ________
Bird ________
Reptile ________
Amphibian _______
Fish ________
Mollusk _________
Arthropod _______
Remember that arthropods include:
Insects, arachnids, crustaceans, and
myriapods

Draw your species below:

Bees are Team Players! Pollination in Action!
This is a delicious, hands-on way to explore an important and threatened species and one of our top pollinators-the honey bee.
Students will read a book throughout the week, help create a graphic organizer about bees as we learn throughout the unit, see a
puppet show, model pollination using edible materials, and record the process and learning using grade-level writing techniques.
Students will also have an opportunity to connect and compare the teamwork of bees to the teamwork we are achieving in our
classroom community! This lesson is used at the beginning of the year when we are learning about working together as a community.
Our garden has plenty of bees buzzing and we have a large butterfly bush outside our room that is constantly surrounded. Students
are intrinsically curious about the bees each year and this inquiry is a fabulous way to encourage their observational skills, model a
scientific process, and record our learning in age appropriate ways. I had a parent who was a Biology Professor and she was
extremely impressed with her daughter’s comprehension of pollination after this lesson. It is one of my students’ favorite lessons every
year.

Materials/Realia: Two silk flowers with googly eyes (used as puppets), bee puppet, small bags baked Cheetos (pollen) ,
sweet candy (nectar), cupcake holder taped to paper flower (flower), small laminated paper hand bee puppets for student
use, Book: The Life and Times of the Honey Bee, Anchor chart about BEES for reference, honey for tasting, individual
graphic organizers for students to use pictures and words to describe the process of our pollination experiment.
Science and Literacy Standards:
ELA: Print many upper- and lowercase letters.
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which they name what
they are writing about and supply some information about the topic
Science: Use a model to represent the relationship between the needs of different plants and animals (including humans)
and the places they live
Field Experience Tie-In: Observation of bees and other pollinators (birds such as hummingbirds, other insects) in our
bird garden and community garden on-campus with observation journals.
Duration: 1 hour small group 1:5 student to teacher ratio.
Objective: Students will model and understand how pollination occurs, and record the process using kindergarten-age
appropriate writing/verbalizing/drawing while connecting that like kindergarteners, bees are part of a community that
works together. Students will understand why bees are important and how we can protect them.
Anticipatory Set: Puppet show, “hey friend, I need some pollen” where two flowers need pollen but are rooted into the
ground, so they cannot produce seeds. They coerce a honey bee to land and are finally pollinated. Use funny voices for
engagement. Throughout week we read small parts of our informational text: The Life and Times of the Honey Bee, and
have been collecting information about bees on our large anchor chart which serves as an excellent resource for our
writing and our own verbiage.
Procedure: Begin with aforementioned puppet show. After the puppet show, have students share a few things they
remember about bees and use anchor chart with background info and book to reinforce their sharing, by citing our
evidence. Wash hands. We will then set up our “flowers” by inserting a starburst into the bottom of a cupcake wrapper
glued to the middle of a paper flower. Students will also place Cheese puffs on top. They will then wear a bee puppet and
visit their classmate’s flowers, touching each flower digging for nectar (a starburst). Once done they will rub their cheesy
fingers on a friend’s flower to observe what happens (like pollen, cheese puff dust is left on the flower). They will then fill
out a recording sheet that shows what their hand represented (bee), what the cheese puffs represented (pollen), and what
happened when they touched a friend’s flower (“pollen” transfer and eventually more seeds).
Assessment: Teacher will take notes on verbiage used by students in anecdotal notebook and collect recording sheets
(after have students explain their thinking while teacher scripts if necessary) to be stored in our inquiry notebooks.
Teacher will analyze writing for strategies being used such as letter strings, some sounds, conventionally spelled high
frequency words, letter-like symbols. Students will be able to understand why we need pollinators, this will be
documented in anecdotal records.
Follow-Up Learning: Compare and contrast our helpful community to the helpful community of bees, observing bees at
the botanic garden, studying more arthropods as we study animal adaptations in the future, and honey tasting (the children
love tasting a food that was stored in a special second stomach of a bee—so weird)!

Students are intrinsically curious about the
bees each year and this inquiry is a fabulous way to encourage their
observational skills, model a scientific process, and record our learning in age
appropriate ways. The puppet show is hilarious to them because I make sure to
show how frustrating it would be to need pollen to create more seeds, yet to be
rooted into the ground and unable to get it from another flower. Students laugh
wildly at this and at the end of the year they still remember this early-year lesson.
This is a delicious, hands-on way to explore an important and threatened species
and one of our top pollinators-the honey bee. When food is involved (which is a
very inexpensive and fun material to use) students are immediately excited and
more engaged. Leading up to this small group, the non-fiction book we read
throughout the week, the graphic organizers, and the bee observations all helped
us build background knowledge-an important component to student
understanding.Graphic organizers are imperative for record the scientific process
and learning using grade-level writing techniques. Students will also have an
opportunity to connect and compare the teamwork of bees to the teamwork we
are achieving in our classroom community! This lesson is used at the beginning
of the year when we are learning about working together as a community. Just as
we have important roles in our classroom to have an effective and loving learning
community, so do bees! Our garden has plenty of bees buzzing and we have a
large butterfly bush outside our room that is constantly surrounded. Students will
observe bees (once safety is taught, do not bother the bees) and record
observations in observation journals with pictures and words. The anchor charts
we make together are very useful resources for my students to be independent
as they contain students' own verbiage, pictures, and words that are easy to find
and borrow. They are large print for all students to see and use. I had a parent
who was a Biology Professor and she was extremely impressed with her
daughter’s comprehension of pollination after this lesson. It is one of my
students’ favorite lessons every year.
Field Experience Tie-In: Observation of bees and other pollinators (birds such as
hummingbirds, other insects) in our bird garden and community garden oncampus with observation journals. Follow-Up Learning: Compare and contrast
our helpful community to the helpful community of bees, observing bees at the
botanic garden, studying more arthropods as we study animal adaptations in the
Rationale and additional information on this lesson:

future, and honey tasting (the children love tasting a food that was stored in a
special second stomach of a bee—so weird)! We will do lots of biology this year,
as I find this is an area where all students are inquisitive and successful. Every
time we find an answer to a question, at least 3 more questions arise to be
pondered and eventually answered. We do an in-depth study of arthropods and
all animal classifications throughout our year.
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Name: ________________________________________________

Draw the animal above!

In one lifetime, this ____________________________
Animal name

will _____________________________

__________________ times.
Number

Modeling Pollination

Name: _______________________________

After you do your experiment record your learning here with pictures and words!
Word Bank: pollen, bee, nectar

My hand represented:

The cheese puff dust represented:

The candy represented:

When I touched a flower _________________________________ fell off!

This is your new Zoo baby. Unfortunately, the Albuquerque BioPark couldn’t
accommodate this newborn baby. They’ve asked me to find loving home for it and
of course I chose YOU! Your zoo baby will need a habitat (a safe place to eat,
rest, and play). You may use blocks or a box to create a zoo habitat. Please care for
this baby, name this baby and research this baby with your family (you can use
your iPad to find interesting information). If your baby seems bored, you may want
to introduce her or him to your other toy animals. As you research, please find the
most interesting fact you can about your animal by the week of: ____________.
Once you’ve told me you’re ready with your interesting animal fact, you’ll be able to
share it with your class.

This is your new Zoo baby. Unfortunately, the Albuquerque BioPark couldn’t
accommodate this newborn baby. They’ve asked me to find loving home for it and
of course I chose YOU! Your zoo baby will need a habitat (a safe place to eat,
rest, and play). You may use blocks or a box to create a zoo habitat. Please care for
this baby, name this baby and research this baby with your family (you can use
your iPad to find interesting information). If your baby seems bored, you may want
to introduce her or him to your other toy animals. As you research, please find the
most interesting fact you can about your animal by the week of: ____________.
Once you’ve told me you’re ready with your interesting animal fact, you’ll be able to
share it with your class.

Animal Kingdom
This integrated unit provides tools and lesson ideas to guide students through learning to
organize animals by classification and attributes, know the characteristics of mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, arthropods (insects, arachnids, crustaceans, myriapods), fish, birds, and mollusks,
Students also will have opportunities learn about life cycles, oviparous animals, food chains,
predators, and will model pollination, excavation, and fossilization. Students will have an
opportunity to show what they know with the “Adaptation Critter Project.” This unit integrates
two wonderful informational texts about two female scientists: Eugenie Clark and Mary Anning.
Students will describe activities/lessons I do to teach about mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish,
birds, and on a separate lesson plan you’ll find my lesson incorporating an arthropod, the
honeybee.
Standards:
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
K-LS1-1.
Use observations to describe patterns of what plants and animals (including humans) need to
survive. [Clarification Statement: Examples of patterns could include that animals need to take in
food but plants do not; the different kinds of food needed by different types of animals; the
requirement of plants to have light; and, that all living things need water.]
K-ESS2-2.

Construct an argument supported by evidence for how plants and animals (including
humans) can change the environment to meet their needs. [Clarification Statement: Examples
of plants and animals changing their environment could include a squirrel digs in the ground to
hide its food and tree roots can break concrete.]

K-ESS3-1.

Use a model to represent the relationship between the needs of different plants and animals
(including humans) and the places they live. [Clarification Statement: Examples of relationships
could include that deer eat buds and leaves, therefore, they usually live in forested areas; and,
grasses need sunlight so they often grow in meadows. Plants, animals, and their surroundings
make up a system.]

K-ESS3-3.

Communicate solutions that will reduce the impact of humans on the land, water, air, and/or
other living things in the local environment.* [Clarification Statement: Examples of human
impact on the land could include cutting trees to produce paper and using resources to produce
bottles. Examples of solutions could include reusing paper and recycling cans and bottles.]

The performance expectations above were developed using the following elements from the NRC document A Framework
for K-12 Science Education:

Science and Engineering Practices

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Developing and Using Models
Modeling in K–2 builds on prior experiences and
progresses to include using and developing models
(i.e., diagram, drawing, physical replica, diorama,
dramatization, storyboard) that represent concrete
events or design solutions.
• Use a model to represent relationships
in the natural world. (K-ESS3-1)
Analyzing and Interpreting Data
Analyzing data in K–2 builds on prior experiences and
progresses to collecting, recording, and sharing
observations.
• Use observations (firsthand or from
media) to describe patterns in the

LS1.C: Organization for Matter
and Energy Flow in Organisms
• All animals need
food in order to
live and grow.
They obtain their
food from plants
or from other
animals. Plants
need water and
light to live and
grow. (K-LS1-1)
ESS2.E: Biogeology

Crosscutting
Concepts
Patterns

•

Patterns in
the natural
and
human
designed
world can
be
observed
and used
as

natural world in order to answer
scientific questions. (K-LS1-1)
Engaging in Argument from Evidence
Engaging in argument from evidence in K–2 builds on
prior experiences and progresses to comparing ideas
and representations about the natural and designed
world(s).
• Construct an argument with evidence to
support a claim. (K-ESS2-2)
Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating
Information
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
in K–2 builds on prior experiences and uses
observations and texts to communicate new
information.
• Communicate solutions with others in
oral and/or written forms using models
and/or drawings that provide detail
about scientific ideas. (K-ESS3-3)
----------------------- ------------Connections to Nature of Science
Scientific Knowledge is Based on Empirical Evidence
• Scientists look for patterns and order
when making observations about the
world. (K-LS1-1)

•

Plants and animals
can change their
environment. (KESS2-2)
ESS3.A: Natural Resources
• Living things need
water, air, and
resources from the
land, and they live
in places that have
the things they
need. Humans use
natural resources
for everything they
do. (K-ESS3-1)
ESS3.C: Human Impacts on
Earth Systems
• Things that people
do to live
comfortably can
affect the world
around them. But
they can make
choices that
reduce their
impacts on the
land, water, air,
and other living
things. (K-ESS3-3)
ETS1.B: Developing Possible
Solutions
• Designs can be
conveyed through
sketches,
drawings, or
physical models.
These
representations
are useful in
communicating
ideas for a
problem’s
solutions to other
people. (secondar
y to K-ESS3-3)

evidence.
(K-LS1-1)
Cause and Effect
• Events
have
causes
that
generate
observabl
e patterns.
(K-ESS33)
Systems and System
Models
• Systems in
the natural
and
designed
world have
parts that
work
together.
(K-ESS22),(KESS3-1)

Anticipatory Set:
ZooBorn Project and Puppetry to Entice Students:
I send each student home one small plastic animals with the following note:

This small and inexpensive project kicked off a fun research project and some creative play at
home during asynchronous time.
My class puppet also came to visit class needing help preparing for a new pet she clearly needed
to research before adopting. She asks students and the teacher to help her learn more so she can
make an informed decision. We also eventually had “pet-show-and-tell” where children bring
pets virtually to class. Amelia enjoyed learning about pet needs and pet owner responsibilities
from students!
Using an animal classification book, slideshow, video or chart you will break down
classifications of animals beginning with vertebrates and invertebrates and then further into
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish, birds, arthropods (insects, crustaceans, arachnids,
myriapods). I usually leave out the other invertebrate categories as not to complicate things too
much for young children (starfish, worms, single-celled organisms).
A video resource about animal classifications:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRidGna-V4E
.

This is one example of a chart or poster as a resource. I
personally use a flip chart that is from the 80s and I found in a throw-away pile!
From here we do a breakdown of most classifications and a companion lesson or lessons I will
describe below.

Reptile Lesson Extension: My students are always very interested in dinosaurs, so at the end of
this unit we studied reptiles and our favorite extinct reptile: dinosaurs! To kick this off we read
the story of Mary Anning, the first paleontologist titled “The Dinosaur Lady.” This story helps
students understand the process of excavating fossils and how the science itself evolved! I love
that it celebrates a female scientist! It is written by Linda Skeers and was a really inspiring story
to my students. Prehistoric reptiles are a fun way to engage students and increase their
understanding of what reptiles are. We excavated dinosaur eggs I purchased, however you can
make homemade salt dough and make “dinosaur eggs” with small toy dinosaurs. Modeling
fossilization with salt dough and toys or bones is another developmentally appropriate extension
or modification to study both reptiles and oviparous (egg-laying) animals. Materials: One egg to
excavate per child

Salt dough recipe: https://www.allrecipes.com/recipe/240641/salt-dough/

Amphibian Lesson Extension: We study the life cycle of the frog and make an accordion book
with green dot stickers and a sentence strip. Students label in their book: egg, tadpole, hind legs,
front legs, and adult frog. We also read an informational text about frogs and compared them to
Frog and Toad, two of our favorite fictional characters. Materials: Sentence strip, frog sticker, 5
green dot stickers, book about frogs or amphibians, Frog and Toad puppets (provided) and Frog
and Toad text, and writing journal for comparing.

Assessment Project/Adaptation Critters: Learn about animal adaptations (An adaptation is a
special skill which helps an animal to survive. Adaptations can be physical changes to
the animal’s body or behavioral changes in how an individual animal or a society do things in
their daily lives.)
Students are given a bag of materials and the included recording sheet and permitted to use the
materials to make any animal they’d like from their imagination. They should categorize it and
complete the recording sheet based on attributes. On the recording sheet they classify, describe
the diet and habitat, and describe a special adaptation the animal has to help it survive.
Materials*: Bagged pom-poms, string, twist ties, beans, feathers, chenille stems (pipe cleaners),
googly eyes, foam shapes, and the provided recording sheet. Glue (Tacky glue works best) a
book about adaptations such as this one by Steve Jenkins.
* Materials may vary and be substituted based on availability

Sending each child an example adaptation
critter or at least showing a couple examples
helps them get ideas and be successful with
this project.
Example:
I sent the “mammals” shown to the left.
Name: “big eyed green hopper”
Habitat: Amazon rainforest
Diet: nocturnal bugs
Adaptation(s): large eyes and night vision
night to see nocturnal bugs they eat, green to
camouflage to hide from predators, and
springy tails to hang from branches catching
bugs.

Fish/Food Chain Lesson: We read accordion books titled “Animals are Delicious” about the
food chain and learned a song titled “Octopus.” I use the version of the song done by Charlotte
Diamond. The song breaks down the ocean food chain: between whales, sharks, tuna fish,
minnows, and octopus. We acted the song out with puppets (included) and classified animals
(octopus: mollusk, whale is mammal, the others are fish). Don’t forget that songs are great
reading material once you have a song card. Students can fish for some popcorn (high frequency
words) and find diagraphs and word families. Have students practice to put on a puppet/song
show for their families. They also can record to share on your online platform. Access Song
Here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mhKqA0Xotuc
Celebrating women in science: We also read “Shark Lady,” by Jess Keating teaching us about
Eugenie Clark, an English scientist who studied sharks. We read “Who Would Win? Killer
Whale Vs. Great White Shark,” Jerry Palotta and made paper bag whales.

Consider having students
rewrite the song to include
different animals from other
food chains along with
different adjectives, action
verbs, and body motions.
Remember that singing and
dancing are GREAT for the
body and mind!

Math Tie-In: Hungry Predator Number Chomp: use two popsicle sticks and two googly eyes
to make a reversible “predator.” Send number cards or a deck of cards to student to compare
amounts. Improvise or play by making digits (rolling dice) and writing/comparing larger
numbers.

Animal Tangrams
https://www.tangram-channel.com/tangram-puzzles/animals-easy/

10 is a Crab and the How Many Feet?: I present the problem “How many feet in
our class?” This question generates a great amount of math discussion as we first
discuss, “how can we solve this?” “What resources or strategies might we use?”
Students use multiple strategies to figure out how many feet in our class after
reading this amazing book. The book discusses crustaceans and mollusks and is a
fun way to do some differentiated math for students. It is okay to make mistakes
and math talks will be very vast.

More Math Using the book: Lifetime

This book shows number facts pertaining to animals.
Consider doing some writing along with it to create a class book/slideshow! As we read
Lifetime, I had students writing the numbers on white boards for additional practice.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Geography Tie-In: Students can do research projects to bring information written or
orally to class. Here are a few great sites.
https://kids.sandiegozoo.org/
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/
https://pbskids.org/wildkratts/
https://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/animals.html

Birds: We read an informational text about Birds and “Birds” by Kevin Henkes. We took one
quote from the story based on this page and closed our eyes to picture birds flying and recreating
it on our watercolor paper.

◦

Collaborative Online Games: Bring animals to class to classify by attributes or play
“animal charades” by having one or more students turn around (so they cannot see)
and show the class an animal (on a slide or an image) to act out. Student must guess
what animal classmates are pantomiming!

Materials: One feather,
watercolor paper,
watercolors, water,
paint brush and the
quote from the book:
“If birds made marks
with their tail feathers
when they flew, think
what the sky would
look like.” -Kevin
Henkes

Arthropod Lesson: See Bees are Team Players: Pollination in Action lesson plan

Writing About Animals: Napkin Books, Nature Journals, and using Lifetime: The Amazing
Numbers in Animal Lives to make a class book or slide show of animal facts.

Link to nature journal
instructions:

https://www.raritanheadwaters.org/2020/03/20/make-your-own-nature-journal/

Students listen
to “Lifetime
animal facts
and do a
research project
to make an
animal/number
fact using the
sheet to the left
which I have
provided you
with!

Students listen to a silly story
about a slug who has odd shells
because he is jealous of the
snails! This is a great writing
extension and project I have
included. Students used a paper
plate to design a new shell and
wrote about it.

Literature Connections:
Animals Are Delicious, Sarah Hutt
Birds, Kevin Henkes
One Is a Snail, Ten is a Crab, April Pulley Sayer
National Geographic Frogs, Elizabeth Carney
The Beeman, Laurie Krebs
An Egg is Quiet, Diana Hutts Aston
Frog and Toad are Friends, Arnold Lobel
Reptiles and Amphibians, Catherine Howell
Actual Size, Steve Jenkins
What Do You Do With a Tail Like This?, Steve Jenkins
Shark Lady, Jess Keating
The Life and Times of a Honeybee, Charles Micucci
Who Would Win? Killer Whale Vs. Great White Shark, Jerry Palotta
ABC ZooBorns!, Andrew Bleiman
Science Vocabulary Readers Set, Lydia Carlin
Dinosaur Lady, Linda Skeers
Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell., Sue Hendra
Lifetime-The Amazing Numbers in Animal lives, Lola Schaefer
Resources for class visitors or experts:
◦

◦
◦

The Albuquerque BioPark Zoo and Botanic Garden have affordable programs to bring
educators to your Google Meet with animals! We met a goliath beetle, a huge walking
stick, and an excitable armadillo. We also got to see some of the zoo’s predators up close
such as the polar bear, lions, and mountain lions.
https://www.cabq.gov/artsculture/biopark/news/discover-the-biopark-now-offeringvirtual-field-trips
The Natural History Museum has fabulous free programs where you can learn about
prehistoric animals. Once you begin studying animals with your students it will be an

◦

easy transition to study dinosaurs, and flying/swimming reptiles of our Earth’s past.
http://nmnaturalhistory.org/online-exhibits/new-mexico-tyrannosaur-state
Live feeds from zoos around the world are a fun window into places some children
currently don’t have access to. The San Diego zoo has THIRTEEN different animals on
zoo cam! https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/live-cams or our own BioPark’s Penguin Chill
exhibit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePTsuaBwhSo Watching the animals
together and writing/drawing sounds like a wonderful way to begin a morning!

